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5th January 2021 
 
Dear Parents/Guardians of Reception, 
 
We wanted to give you some information about what remote learning will look like for Oak Class 
over the next six weeks.  
 
All your child’s Showbie log in details were sent through Tapestry during our last period of remote 
learning. Please look back through past observations on Tapestry, you can search ‘showbie’ to find 
them.  If you are still struggling to locate them, please send a message through Tapestry. 
 
There will be a new folder set up on Showbie called “Remote Learning”. This folder will contain 
information as well as a weekly plans for the daily Zoom lessons and the additional ‘getting learning’ 
tasks that you can complete at home over the course of the week.   
 
Every day will follow this routine: 
 
9:30pm- Live Lessons via Zoom – This session will be live from the classroom and will be a either 
phonics, maths and reading.  The details for the recurring daily Zoom lessons are on Showbie: 
 
After the live lesson, you will be given tasks to complete throughout the morning.  
 
1:00pm – Story Time.  A video recording and discussion prompts will be uploaded each day by 
2:00pm. Please record your child’s answers and upload them via video onto Showbie no later than 
3:30pm to ensure your child receives daily feedback and encouragement.   
 
‘Getting Learning’ tasks will be detailed on the weekly plan and explained in more detail in the 
individual Showbie folders. The tasks will include Art, PHSE, Knowledge and Understanding of the 
World, Music and PE.  These getting learning tasks are to be completed across the week. 
 
We also expect the children to be reading for at least 15 minutes every day so please access Epic (or 
your school reading books which I’m sure you know very well by know)  to choose books that are 
suitable to read together.  
 
If your child needs any help with the independent tasks they can contact us via Showbie and we will 
do all we can to help them.  
 
With this updated plan, we are aiming to cause as little disruption to your child’s learning as 
possible. They have all made such a fantastic start to the new school year and we have all worked so 
hard, we want this to continue.   
The advantage of a daily Zoom and Showbie is that we can still be in contact with your child both 
face to face remotely.  Last time we ran remote learning, I uploaded a Star Chart although, I am 
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more than happy for you to create your own if you wish.  For work completed, I will be giving out 
star emojis.  For each star emoji received, your child can colour in one star from their chart to work 
towards a reward of your choosing. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about accessing any of the remote learning, please do not 
hesitate to ask.   
 
Kind Regards, 
Mrs Kershaw and Mrs Bowerman 
 

 


